
Affiliate Information 
Everyone at SupZilla shares a tremendous passion in the level of service we provide for our 
friends in SupZilla Nation. Simply put, it has to be the best! That is why we are very selective 
when it comes to who we have represent SupZilla. We want like-minded fitness enthusiasts with 
a passion to service and educate our friends.  With this mind set, we are able to provide them 
with the best possible service and products at the most affordable price to help them obtain their 
goals.  

FIND OUT WHAT IT TAKES TO OPEN YOUR OWN SUPZILLA 

1. Is becoming an Affiliate Owner for me? 

Do you want to be your own Boss? 

Do you want to make money even when you are not physically working? 

Would you rather join a proven system than figure it out yourself? 

Do you believe being part of something bigger than yourself is worthwhile? 

  

If you answered YES to the above questions, Affiliate Ownership is definitely an option you 
should consider. 

2. Why should I invest my time and money in the Sports Nutrition industry? 

It’s no secret that sports nutrition is growing at an exponential rate, but you may be surprised to 
hear, according to Forbes, that 2012 revenue equaled $32 Billion USD, and in less than 8 years it 
is projected to surpass $60 Billion USD! 

  

It doesn’t take a billionaire businessman to see the opportunity, or understand that entrepreneurs, 
especially those looking to tap into real financial freedom, should have their sights set on 
entering this industry.  Nor does it take a crystal ball to see that everything around us, from the 
proliferation of gyms (24hr fitness, LA fitness, Crossfit) to the increasing awareness of health 
consciousness (Wholefoods, Trader Joe’s, low calorie menus) is boosting this industry boom 
even faster. 

  

Even the other side of the equation, the US becoming more obese than ever, busy lifestyles and 
the increase of health care costs, are driving consumers into this industry, and into SupZilla 
stores. 

  



The simple math is that less than 5 percent of consumers in this industry are performance athletes 
or hardcore bodybuilders. 5 percent… which means there are MILLIONS of consumers, right 
next door to you, your neighbors, who need and want a SupZilla store that will provide them 
what they are searching for. 

3. Why should I invest my time and money in a SupZilla? 

Deciding to go into business for yourself requires careful consideration.  Purchasing SupZilla 
Affiliate store will give you the amazing opportunity to own your own business but not just any 
business: an established regional brand with a proven operating system already in place.  As part 
of the SupZilla family, you join a team that has a solid track record of success, with training, 
tools and unlimited support to assist you. 

The key to choosing the right business comes down to fit. Does the business stand for what you 
stand for and does it provide the opportunity you are looking for? 

We are in the business of changing lives. 

SupZilla was founded to serve, educate and empower the community by improving the quality of 
our client’s lives.  From inception, SupZilla customer service and sincerity has been at the 
forefront of its growth.  This is realized through highly educated team members who share our 
goal of making a positive, meaningful impact in our communities.   

SupZillA provides premium service and premium products at extremely competitive prices. 

If you share SupZilla’s passion and enthusiasm for helping others achieve their fitness goals, 
helping them and you, enjoy a happier, healthier more rewarding lifestyle, then you could be a 
good fit for owning a SupZilla Affiliate store. 

4. Is it risky to open a SupZilla Affiliate Store? 

There is a difference between risk and calculated risk. 

What affiliate ownership, and specifically SupZilla ownership allows you to do is get in the 
game of business. With all the rewards and satisfaction that comes with that, without playing at 
the table alone, and putting ALL your cards and chips on the line…in one risky hand. 

SupZilla has blazed the trail and carved out the road for you as an affiliate owner so that you 
don’t have to cut through the learning curve your own. Losing your bearings and footing along 
the way which often translates into lost dollars and usually more importantly, lost time. 

Our SupZilla motto is very real: Be in Business for Yourself, but not by Yourself. 

5. How does SupZilla compare to the other Sports Nutrition competitors? 

Without a doubt, SupZilla has one of the most solid foundations in the industry. 

With over 20+ years’ experience in the nutrition industry, brand building and operations, and 6+ 
years of perfecting the SupZilla store model, SupZilla has been tested and proven in one of the 
most demanding markets in the country.  



That solid foundation includes the operation of corporately owned stores, showing we invest in, 
and live the Affiliate model as well. This makes us better equipped to understand the needs and 
provide solutions to our Affiliate’s well in advance. 

And that foundation is further strengthened by having the best and brightest on our Executive 
Team- individuals who have created and obtained phenomenal success in the Consumer Goods 
industries- bringing with them a level of professionalism, insight and skillset not found in any of 
our competitors. 

Some of SupZilla competitors may have more stores, even over a shorter time period, but that is 
because SupZilla only chooses and adds team members that we truly believe in, and represent 
our brand, our stores, and our culture. 

Unlike most of our competitors, SupZilla offers all of the top industry brands, as well as over 
120 exclusive sports nutrition, weight loss, vitamin and general health supplements. SupZilla 
also maintains guaranteed low prices year round, offers unparalleled customer service. 

The fact that SupZilla is NOT a Franchise, positions SupZilla as the most credible, professional, 
cost effective and lucrative nutrition-based retail business around. We invest in our partners, our 
SupZilla family! 

6. Why open a SupZilla vs. opening a store on my own? 

1. Training: 

 

SupZilla affiliate owners are NAFC certified. Click on any of the NAFC logos to get started. 

The National Association for Fitness Certification was established in 1992 to provide scientifically-based, 
standards-focused education and training for Group Fitness Instructors, Personal Trainers, and Wellness 
Consultants. The NAFC's combination of demanding standards, practical application of scientific principles, 
and affordable program pricing have defined it as the most rapidly-expanding certifying organization in the 
industry today. The NAFC was established by a forward-thinking group of fitness professionals, representing 
expertise in fields including Exercise Physiology, Adaptive Physical Education, Medicine and Nursing, and 
Professional Coaching. Their desire was to enhance current fitness certification standards by providing access 
to convenient and comprehensive - yet practical and affordable - education and skills. 

To this end, the NAFC offers a hands-on practical experience along with a thorough theoretical program, 
covering the scientific bases of training (anatomy, biomechanics, physiology); motivation (behavior 
modification techniques, fitness testing); and diet and nutrition (weight management, the energy-balance 
equation, body composition). Group Fitness Instructors also receive instruction in working with music and 
leading effective group exercise sessions. 

While many trainers and instructors are "certified," often they are not required to demonstrate practical 
application of the knowledge they received. NAFC certifications surpass the norm, in requiring that all NAFC 
students pass a practical examination to demonstrate the ability to apply their education not just on paper, but 
in practice as well. 



NAFC DOCTRINES 

The NAFC emphasizes safety, effectiveness and a comprehensive understanding of total fitness: 

� The NAFC evaluates each certification program - from textbooks through exams - on an annual basis, 
updating the materials as needed. Selected texts are thus ensured to include the most accurate and 
current information in the industry. 

� The NAFC follows guidelines established by the American College of Sports Medicine, emphasizing 
practical information with respect to a comprehensive knowledge base. 

� The theoretical components of NAFC Certifications are comprehensive. Students must complete a 
mandatory workbook, practical (performance) exams, as well as comprehensive written exams with a 
minimum of 80% accuracy to earn NAFC Certification. 

� NAFC practical exams emphasize skills necessary for effective leadership in specific areas of 
instruction. Examples include body alignment, exercise technique, safety awareness, exercise testing, 
muscle groups and actions, execution of proper form and techniques of alignment during muscle 
isolation exercises. 

  

2. Products: 

SupZilla provides you national buying power on all of the top industry brands, enabling you to 
be the value leader in your area, achieve great margins, and even compete with the internet. This 
is crucial to the success of any retail nutrition business today. 

Another benefit to joining the SupZilla team is access to over 100 exclusive sports nutrition, 
weight loss, vitamin and general health supplements that are not sold through independent brick 
and mortar retailers. These exclusive brands and products are cGMP certified and manufactured 
to the most rigorous standards, allowing you to provide your customers with reassurance and 
peace of mind when purchasing the proper supplements for their needs. 

It’s the perfect recipe for success: national brands at great prices, exclusive products with 
incredible margins, and the trust of having the best quality in the industry. 

  

3. Systems: 

SupZilla’s order process has been streamlined to control thousands of products within a simple 
structure, from when you click your store order, to fulfillment, to delivery. It could not be easier, 
or more accurate. 

This system also allows for detailed back end warehouse management, making sure our product 
pipelines are dependable and efficient. Watching our efficiency means more dollars to be spent 
on making sure you have the best industry support. 

Thanks to this process and investment, we can focus where it matters, on serving you and 
helping you grow your business. 

  



4. Store Look: 

SupZilla strikes the perfect balance between the softer side of wellness and the harder edge of 
sports nutrition, welcoming all customers in for a one-of-a-kind experience. 

  

5. The SupZilla brand and marketing: 

Here at SupZilla, we are in the business of changing lives. This is a POWERFUL mindset to 
have and is very much the catalyst and driver of SupZilla’s success within the industry. Now the 
question arises, how does SupZilla marketing provide you with the opportunity to change a 
customer’s life? 

7. How do you compete with online competition? 

SupZilla does not compete with the internet, we embrace it. Many of our competitors sell the 
same items on their corporate website as their franchisees sell in their stores, competing with 
their own stores with no benefit to the franchisee owner.  We feel this is unfair and counter 
productive when it comes to supporting the store owners.   

8. How much will a franchisee fee cost? 

There is NO and will NEVER be a fee! 

9. How much will it cost to open a SupZilla? 

The total investment for a new SupZilla store will vary based on factors such as store size, 
location, rent, sign requirements, etc. However, the estimated initial investment, first month’s 
rent & security deposit, build out, permits, shelving, flooring, paint, fixtures, computer, printer, 
POS program, alarm, security cameras, signage, approximately $35-50K in inventory, 
airfare/accommodations for training and pre-opening marketing campaign, is approximately 
$75K or under. 

10. How much are the monthly royalty fees? 

SupZilla charges a 10% net, NOT gross, on monthly profits. This money funds the support and 
systems that will help drive your success. 

11. Does SupZilla offer opportunities beyond owning a single location? 

Absolutely. SupZilla also offers Multi-Unit franchise opportunities in all 50 states. The Multi-
Unit opportunity enables entrepreneurs to own and operate two or more retail locations in a 
particular territory should the demographics support this. 

12. Do you assist in the store site location process? 

Yes. SupZilla offers full assistance with the site selection process while providing you the 
freedom to decide where you would like your retail store to be located. The only stipulation is 
that it does not interfere with the territorial rights of any existing or “soon to be opened” 
location(s). SupZilla’s expert team works directly with a commercial real estate broker that 



utilizes U.S. Census Data, consumer profiles and demographic research to assist you in your 
search. This critical data coupled with key factors such as location visibility and local traffic 
counts will allow you to make an educated decision regarding your site selection.  This broker 
service is available to you at no charge. 

13. Do I receive a protected territory as a SupZilla Affiliate? 

Yes. SupZilla offers some of the most aggressive protected territories in the industry.  

14. What is the average size of a SupZilla retail store? 

SupZilla has worked diligently to perfect the layout, customer flow and store size to maximize 
our customer experience and profit per sq. foot, all while minimizing required inventory.  Those 
years and years of fine tuning equals increased net profits for our Franchisees. 

The average SupZilla store is between 800 and 1200 sq. feet or 20’x40� to 25’x48�. 

The store is strategically sized to separate itself from the “ma and pop” stores, while still 
providing the intimate, community feel our customers have grown to love.. 

SupZilla’s store size, layout, composition and product mix produce the best return on investment 
in the industry- hands down. 

 

15. What if I already own a retail nutrition store…Is it possible for me to convert my store 
to a SupZilla? 

Yes. Please fill out the online Application and be sure to note on the Application the name of 
your store and what city and state your store is located and a representative will be in contact 
with you to discuss the details of this opportunity. 

16. Do you assist with the build out and also help in setting up my retail store? 

Absolutely. SupZilla’s experts will guide you through the entire process. Once your location has 
been selected, we will set up a timeline of events that will end with the actual grand opening of 
your store. Rest assured, your hand will be held through this entire process. 

17. Do you offer any marketing assistance? 

Absolutely. Our in-house marketing and design team have decades of experience and are here to 
assist you in your success every step of the way. We have a library of hundreds of pre-designed 
templates for flyers, postcards, print ads, direct mail, email campaigns, posters, vehicle wraps, 
billboards, banners, yard signs, social media, radio, television and more. In addition, our graphic 
design department can create custom designed pieces as well to fit your specific marketing 
needs. You will have access to some of the most aggressive and effective marketing campaign 
programs in the industry. Our marketing methods, branding and approach have been tested and 
proven over the last 6 years. In addition 

18. Do you offer any ongoing support once my store is open? 



Yes. SupZilla’s goal is to assist each and every store owner with their ongoing success. Prior to 
your store opening, you will be assigned a Team Leader who will be your primary contact person 
and responsible for assisting you in the ongoing operations and success of your store. We 
typically speak with our store owners weekly and are always just a phone call away. We believe 
that doing right by our s, we will Affiliate’s right for our company. We recognize that the 
success of our company is dependent on the profitability and success of our store owners. The 
ongoing benefits provided by our experienced management team will give you the competitive 
edge needed to succeed in this rapidly growing retail nutrition industry! Upon completion of this 
FAQ, I would encourage you to visit the Store Owner Testimonials section of this website to 
hear what some of our current owners have to say about SupZilla. 

19. How long does the opening process typically take? 

While every case is different, the typical length of time between your first application and 
opening your business is between 1 and 3 months. 

 

 

26. What is the next step in obtaining additional information regarding opening a SupZilla 
store? 

The next step would be to complete SupZilla’s Online Application which will allow us to get to 
know you a little better. This is the first step of our qualifying process. Once we have received 
your Application, it will be reviewed and a representative will be in contact with you for an 
initial telephone call to discuss your level of interest, if you would be a good fit, and to answer 
any initial questions you may have. 

Following this initial discussion, if you feel this opportunity with SupZilla may be right for you 
and after you have met our initial qualifications, your Application and file will be reviewed by 
our corporate team and a NDA and Affiliate Contract (Non Disclosure Agreement) will be sent 
to you for review. This document will step you through all of the details about SupZilla, our 
offering and all of the expectations that will be required in owning a SupZilla. 

After you have reviewed the NDA and Affiliate Contract and want to move forward, you may be 
invited down to our Corporate Headquarters to meet with our corporate team, visit a couple of 
our stores have any additional questions answered. 

 

 

 


